
MATH 136-01Chapter 2 Topi Review SheetSeptember 8, 2004This is a list of terminology and topis overed in the seond hapter of Calulus, D. Hughes-Hallet, et. al. 3rd edition. Please onsult the text for full de�nitions, statements of properties,and numerous examples and exerises. Terms in bold fae are de�ned in the text. The primaryfous of Chapter 2 is the onept of the derivative. Before investigating the di�erentiation \rules"presented in Chapter 3, you should have a �rm grasp of the de�nition of the derivative and thequalitative information about a funtion (inreasing, dereasing, onavity) revealed by its �rstand seond derivatives. You should also be omfortable skething the graph of the derivative f 0(x)given the graph of f(x).How Do We Measure Speed? (Setion 2.1) The average veloity of an objet over an intervalis the net hange in the objet's position during the interval divided by the hange in time.The objet's position at time t is denoted s(t), and its veloity at time t is denoted by v(t).Geometrially, the average veloity over an interval a � t � b is the slope of the segmentjoining the points (a; s(a)) and (b; s(b)) on the graph of s(t). The instantaneous veloityof an objet at time t = a is found by taking the limit of its average veloity over shorter andshorter time intervals. Thus we an say that the instantaneous veloity gives the slope ofthe urve s(t) at a point.Limits (Setion 2.2) In this setion, we de�ne the limit of a funtion f(x) as x approahes ,denoted limx! f(x). There is an informal, intuitive de�nition given on p. 63. The preise\�-Æ" de�nition is given on p. 64. It is partiularly important that you be familiar withthe properties of limits in the table on p. 65. One-sided limits are instanes where thefuntion has a limit as x approahes  from the right, or from the left, but not both. Limitsat in�nity deal with the \end behavior" of a funtion f(x), that is the behavior of f(x) asx approahes in�nity or negative in�nity.The Derivative at a Point (Setion 2.3) This setion generalizes the onepts from Setion 2.1to arbitrary funtions. A di�erene quotient is used to de�ne the average rate of hangeof a funtion f(x) on the interval [a; a + h℄. Taking the limit as h ! 0 of the average rateof hange yields the instantaneous rate of hange of f(x) at x = a, or the derivativeof f at a, denoted f 0(a). The funtion f(x) is said to be di�erentiable at x = a if thislimit exists. We may visualize the derivative f 0(a) as the slope of the urve f(x) at the point(a; f(a)). We may approximate the derivative at a point by using smaller and smaller valuesof h to estimate the limit whih de�nes f 0(a). We may also derive f 0(a) diretly from thelimit de�nition, using the properties of limits from p. 65.The Derivative Funtion (Setion 2.4) Varying the point at whih we ompute the derivativeyields the derivative funtion f 0(x). We say f is di�erentiable at eah x-value wheref 0(x) is de�ned (i.e. the orresponding limit exists). Some of the funtions we enounter aredi�erentiable everywhere, i.e. at every point in their domains. We examine the derivativefuntion in several ways: Graphially, f is inreasing whenever f 0 > 0 and dereasingwhenever f 0 < 0. You should be omfortable with giving a rough sketh of the funtion f 0(x),given the graph of f(x). Numerially, f 0 an be approximated at a point, as was done inSetion 2.3. Algebraially, given a formula for f(x) we an often derive a formula for f 0(x).This is done in Setion 2.4 for onstant funtions and linear funtions. These and otherexamples are done to illustrate the power rule for taking derivatives. (More di�erentiationrules will follow in Chapter 3.)



Interpretations of the Derivative (Setion 2.5) If y = f(x), instead of denoting the derivativefuntion by f 0(x), we may write dydx . This Leibniz notation suggests the interpretation ofthe derivative as a quotient of an \in�nitesimal" hange in y over an in�nitesimal hange inx. Although not formally orret, this notion is useful in explaining how the units on dydx aregiven by (the units of y)/(the units of x). Examples in this setion show how to interpret thederivative in pratial situations, in terms of its value and its units.The Seond Derivative (Setion 2.6) The seond derivative of a funtion f(x), denoted f 00(x)or d2ydx2 , is de�ned to be the derivative of the derivative of f . The sign of f 00 tells us whetherf 0 is inreasing or dereasing (in other words, whether the slopes of the tangent lines areinreasing or dereasing). It therefore tells us about the onavity of f : f is onave upwhenever f 00 > 0 and onave down whenever f 00 < 0. You should be omfortable withgiving a rough sketh of the funtion f 00(x), given the graph of f(x) or f 0(x). If s(t) denotesthe position of an objet at time t and v(t) denotes its veloity, then s00(t) = v0(t) is theaeleration of the objet at time t. This is also denoted by a(t).Continuity and Di�erentiability (Setion 2.7) We say a funtion f is ontinuous at x =  iflimx! = f(). Note that this says three things: f is de�ned at x = , the limit of f(x) existsat that x-value, and that the funtion value and limit value oinide. A funtion failing anyone of these three at x =  will have a disontinuity at that point. We say f is ontinuouson an interval [a; b℄ if f is ontinuous at every point in the interval. You should be familiarwith the \penil and paper" version of ontinuity: f is ontinuous on [a; b℄ if you an draw thewhole graph of f on [a; b℄ without lifting your pen from the paper. Of partiular importaneare the properties of ontinuity as given in the two theorems on p. 95. Notie that if f(x)is di�erentiable at a point x = a, then f(x) is neessarily ontinuous at x = a (Theorem2.4), but that it doesn't work the other way around. The absolute value funtion providesan exellent example that ontinuity does not imply di�erentiability. You should be able toreognize points where a funtion f(x) is disontinuous or non-di�erentiable from its graph.For instane, f(x) fails to be di�erentiable at a point if the graph has a disontinuity, or asharp orner, or a vertial tangent line at that point.


